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NATURE'S

BEST
INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

We carry communication 
network technologies to the 

future with the inspiration 
we get from nature.

Spiders can make sense of all movements 
on their sensible and sensitive web, develop 
behavior and produce solutions. It also uses 
the "Extended Cognition" system to detect 
all outside movements and to protect itself 

and develop any hunting strategy.



5G, Mobility, IoT, AI, 
Cloud & Data

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES FAIR & CONFERENCE

Join us in the greatest technology
show of Eurasia in İstanbul

www.mobilefest.net

11-13 November 2021
İstanbul Congress Center



www.innovile.com

@MWC 2021
Hall 3, 3I30, Barcelona

5G

AI & ML



Let’s Innovate and Build Brilliant 
Digital Experiences!

We help brands leverage data-driven design and engineering 
to create meaningful, personalized Mobile Experiences.

AWARDS & PARTNERSHIPS 

Mobile Application Development is our forte. 

iOS, swift, Android, java, kotlin, flutter, xamarin

AWS, Google Cloud, Azure, IBM Cloud, serverless, docker, containerization, kubernetes

Consortium, Semi-private, Private, Public Cloud, Hyperledger Fabric, Quorum, Corda, Etherium

On-site, off-site, off-shore, tech teams, BA/PMs

As a born-in-the-cloud company, we are fully benefiting 
from the flexibility of cloud services. 

CLOUD  

BLOCKCHAIN 

MOBILE 

Bringing trust and security to online services by building 
real world applications using blockchain technology. 

DIGITAL CONSULTANCY 
Bringing trust and security to online services by building 
real world applications using blockchain technology. 

12+ years 100+ Clients 300+ Projects
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www.mobilist.com.tr info@mobilist.com.tr

PRODUCTS

Employee Recognition, 
Rewarding built with 

Gamification
Location based 

M-commerce App 
Subscription based 

Content App 

"If you are looking for a mobile application 
at global standards or premium business 
application for iOS and Android, I can 
completely advice and highly recommend 
to getting services from Mobilist."

Barış Bilen Vural
Founder of Rapunzel

“Our mobile app designed by Mobilist has 
achieved great success by reaching the 
target audience by offering smooth user 
experience for the new generation.” 

Esat Uğurlu
Globed.co Founder

@mobilist @mobilist mobilist_labs

IBM Best Cloud Development Partner, 
IDC Best SaaS Project IBM & AWS



Numondial Baklava offers 

unified hybrid platform 

to manage all your

communication channels, xRM,  

Conversational Commerce and 

AI based emotion detection

or workflow management. 

All are deeply interconnected 

inside our Numondial Baklava tray.

Numondial Open APIs are ready for interconnectivity to major

applications through Numondial Baklava Omnichannel

Communication Platform. All communication channels as phone

calls, DIDs, fax, SMS , social media, chatbot, video conference,

global IoT communication data are deeply unified and

interconnected with CRMs, xRM ,Conversational Commerce and

Numondial PsyTone AI based emotion detection system. 

Don’t be lost 

between 

communication 

channels 

and applications!
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OmniChannel

Numondial Digital Telecom
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technology to detect 

emotions, such 

as anger,stress,

upset and other 

relevant emotions 

that may arise during 

conversations.

Numondial              AI Base Emotion Detection

Technology doesn’t care about what is said or how it

sounds, nor does it care about the language used.

 

Don’t Estimate, KNOW!

Know your customer side experience, 

employees KPIs or life cycles:

Get real-time alerts when 

your customer is getting angry!

Numondial Digital Telecom

PsyTone

Numondial             Voice Analysis QA is an Emotion-

Detection engine that uses proprietary voice analysis  

 

PsyTone 

PsyTone 
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Whether you’re trying to improve the quality of

traditional channels like SMS, Voice or Email or

adopting new ways of communicating through

WhatsApp, Instagram Direct, Twitter, RCS or Video

Conference or chatbots, Numondial Baklava

Omnichannel Communication  + IoT Platform 

manages the complexity for you.

 

 

Use automated conversations 

and workflows to collect critical 

information up front, reduce 

manual tasks, implement 

self-service flows, and route 

chats to the right agent.

Numondial 

Auto work flow
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+90 216 250 7000 +44 20 35000170 +372 60 93451

Numondial Digital Telecom

Put automation to work for you ...

Of course NO Code!

 

All of your customers’ preferred channels

in one Numondial Baklava Tray

OmniChannel

Operational bottle necks at your daily

operations, xRM or Work Flow

managment?
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